DESTINATIONS

& ACTIVITIES

ABOUT KRABI
Krabi province is a Southern province situated on the Andaman Coast Line with
distance of approximately 800 kilometers South of Bangkok; 145 kilometers from
Phuket International Airport or two hour drive away.
HISTORY OF KRABI
At the start of the Rattanakosin or Bangkok period in the late eighteenth century, when
the capital was finally settled at Bangkok, an elephant kraal was established in Krabi by
order of Chao Phraya Nakorn (Noi), the governor of Nakhon Si Thammarat, which was
by then a part of the Thai Kingdom. He sent his vizier, the Phra Palad, to oversee this
task, which was to ensure a regular supply of elephants for the larger town. So many
followers immigrated in the steps of the Phra Palad and soon after Krabi had a large
community in three different boroughs; Pakasai, Khlong Pon, and Pak Lao.
In 1872, King Chulalongkorn elevated these to town status, called Krabi, a word that
preserves in its meaning the monkey symbolism of the old standard. The town's first
governor was Luang Thep Sena, though it continued for a while as a dependency of
Nakhon Si Thammarat. This was changed in 1875, when Krabi was raised to a fourthlevel town in the old system of Thai government. Administrators then reported directly
to the central government in Bangkok, and Krabi's history as an entity separate from
other provinces had begun.

MUST VISIT DESTINATIONS

EXCURSION BROCHURE
KRABI is a province full of varied and fascinating destination covering from the land to
sea excursions. With miles and miles of spectacular coastline, lush, verdant interiors and
lots of soft adventure to hard adventure activities like kayaking, snorkeling, trekking,
bicycle touring, rock climbing or diving.

Whatever you wish to experience, do not hesitate to find further recommendation from
our attentive front desk team for more assistance (Front Desk Number: 0). Or kindly
contact info@bansainairesort.com 48 hours in advance.

Tour Desk operated by our front desk team could assist in reserving any excursion or
transfer arrangement daily until 21.00 hrs. (latest reservation time).

***Notice: all tours and excursions are operated by affiliated partners

SEA EXCURSIONS

4 ISLANDS DISCOVERY
(OPERATED BY AFFILIATED PARTNER)
Visiting Phra Nang Cave where the sea goddess shrine is located and relax on the
famous Railay beach whilst capturing the wonderful moments at the unseen sandy
beach long known as Talay Waek or Koh Tub (separated sea). Or a jump from the boat
and snorkel with fish at Chicken Island or a slow walk on the sand white powder bank
of Poda island.
By this 4 islands discovery trip, you will enjoy the sun bathing, sightseeing, swimming,
and snorkeling experience in this part of the lovely Andaman sea.

Private Trip by Long Tail Boat Experience for two:
Price offered

4,500 baht net (850 baht net per additional guest)

Inclusions: The services of round trip transfer, an experienced boat driver, national park entrance fees,
insurance covered, snorkeling equipment, refreshment box, take away lunch, beach mat, water & towels.
Duration: 5 hrs. (pick up time 09.00 hrs)
What to bring? Hat, sunglasses, sunscreen, swimsuits, sandals, camera, and a sense of wander.

Join-in Trips by Speed Boat Experience:
Price offered
1,300 baht net per adult
Child of age 4-11 years old 1,100 baht net per person
Inclusions: The services of round trip transfer, an experienced tour guide, national park entrance fees,
accident insurance, snorkeling equipment, refreshment & buffet lunch.
What to bring? Hat, sunglasses, sunscreen, swimsuits, sandals, camera, and a sense of wander.
Duration: 6 hrs. (pick up time 08.00-08.15 hrs.)

SEA EXCURSIONS

EARLY BIRD PHI PHI ISLAND DISCOVERY (Join-in trips by speedboat)
(OPERATED BY AFFILIATED PARTNER)
Avoid Crowds, Go Earlier!
Early bird catches the worms. Depart early to enjoy the pristine beach of famous Maya
Bay before any other boats arrived. The Maya Bay is a must visit and it is where the
movie “The Beach (2000)” of Leonardo Dicaprio was filmed. Being fascinated by the
Pileh Bay, The Lagoon, & snorkelling in the different spots as well as a visit to Viking
Cave, Monkey Bay, and a relax and lunch time on the Bamboo Island.
Available only on Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday (06.20 hrs. – 15.30 hrs.)
Price offered

2,500 baht net per adult
Child of age 4-11 years old 1,800 baht net per person

Inclusions: The services of an experienced tour guide, limited insurance covered, snorkeling equipment,
refreshment, picnic lunch, & water. (National park entrance fee is not included in the price offered).
What to bring? Hat, sunglasses, beach mat, sunscreen, swimsuits, sandals, camera, beach towels and a
sense of wander. Duration: 9 hrs. (pick up time 06.20-15.30 hrs.)

SEA EXCURSIONS

Phi Phi Island Trip (Join-in trips by speedboat)
(OPERATED BY AFFILIATED PARTNER)
The fabulous Phi Phi Islands are only 45 minutes away from Krabi by speed boat. This is
a must visit destination once arriving Krabi. The Phi Phi island could be visited from
either Phuket or Krabi itself. It is a part of the provincial of Krabi. At Phi Phi Island, there
are pristine beaches with Bamboo Island, Viking Cave, Pi Leh Bay, Maya Bay, Loh Samah
Bay, Monkey Bay, Nui Bay and a visit to Phi Phi Don for enjoyable buffet lunch. Relax &
unwind on the must visit island and white sandy beach whilst snorkelling over the
crystal clear water.
Price offered

1,700 baht net per adult
Child of age 4-11 years old 1,200 baht net per person

Inclusions: The services of an experienced tour guide, national park entrance fees, limited insurance
covered, snorkeling equipment, refreshment, picnic lunch, & water.
What to bring? Hat, sunglasses, beach mat, sunscreen, swimsuits, sandals, camera, beach towels and a
sense of wander. Duration: 08.30 hrs. – 16.00 hrs.

SEA EXCURSIONS

Hong Island Trip (Join-in trips by speedboat)
(OPERATED BY AFFILIATED PARTNER)

Visiting a labyrinth of cave eroded into the cliffs by the sea; a great place to just lie and
relax & experience Krabi’s most amazing sight with rock formation and cave at Lading
island. Continuing the journey by having a breathtaking beautiful view of Hong lagoon
rounded by green trees covered cliffs. Then it is time for lunch on such impressive
beautiful beach covered with white sand before enjoying the snorkeling to the calm and
clear water after the happy meal at Hong Island Bay.
Photo Credit: http://www.krabi.uk/tag/koh-hong

Price offered

1,500 baht net per adult
Child of age 4-11 years old 1,100 baht net per person

Inclusions: The services of a hotel round trip transfer, an experienced tour guide, national park entrance
fees, accident insurance covered, snorkeling equipment, refreshment, lunch, & water.
Duration: 08.30 hrs. – 16.00 hrs. What to bring? Hat, sunglasses, beach mat, sunscreen, swimsuits,
sandals, camera, beach towels and a sense of wander.

SEA EXCURSIONS

Hong Island Full Day Trip with Kayak (Join-in trips by Long Tailed Boat)
(OPERATED BY AFFILIATED PARTNER)

Hong Island stands out of the most beautiful island of the Andaman coastline. As your
approach towards the towering limestone formation & crystal clear water inspired the
images of being deserted. Dream Island Peley beach boasts white sand powder and
wonderful coral reefs. “Koh Hong” name had arisen from the Thai word “Hong” which
means “room” and “koh” that refers to “island”. This describes the characteristic of the
island itself. In the middle of the beautiful island lies a hidden lagoon spot for local
fisherman and is also the place where bird nests are collected. Colored tropical fish are
to be found. And if you are lucky, you will witness the whale shark visiting at Hong
Island. In this package, you shall as well experience paddling the kayak at Hong Island.
Price offered

2,200 baht net per adult
Child of age less than 11 years old 1,600 baht net per person

Inclusions: The services of a hotel round trip transfer, an experienced tour guide, life jacket, national
park entrance fees, accident insurance covered, snorkeling equipment, refreshment, lunch, & water.
Duration: 08.30 hrs. – 16.00 hrs. What to bring? Hat, sunglasses, beach mat, sunscreen, swimsuits,
sandals, camera, beach towels and a sense of wander.

SEA EXCURSIONS

Ao Thalane Sea Kayak Tour & Sunset BBQ
(OPERATED BY AFFILIATED PARTNER)

On arrival, you will be met by a member of the helpful team to brief you on the day’s
activities including the instructions on the correct way to paddle your kayak. After the
orientation, the tour will begin amongst the beautiful canyons, lagoons, and mangrove
forest of Ao Thalane. During the tour, there will be opportunities to learn about the local
way of life from the friendly tour guide who will be more than happy to show you the
wildlife such as monkeys, monitor lizards or sea eagles. After exiting the canyons, you
will be given time to relax, and enjoy the spectacular scenery of Ao Thalane from your
very own private beach in the middle of Thalane Bay. On departing from the beach, the
final destination will be Laem Jamoog Kway. Over here, you can shower off the salt
water in the natural spring cascading down from the cliff. Before taking a short climb to
witness the best sunset of Thailand. Relax, and enjoy the sunset until the smells from
the BBQ finally drives you back down to the beach for some well-deserved dinner. After
dinner, you may continue relaxing during the journey the local long tail boat escorted
you safely back home.
Price offered

1,500 baht net per adult (minimum 4 guests)
Child of age less than 11 years old 1,300 baht net per person
**if less than 4 guests, surcharge is at 2,500 baht per person**

Inclusions: The services of a hotel round trip transfer, an experienced tour guide, BBQ, fruits and water,
all kayaking equipments. Duration: 15:00 hrs. – 19:30 hrs. What to bring? Comfortable shoes and
clothes for paddle, hat, sunglasses, sunscreen, camera, beach towels and a sense of wander.

SEA EXCURSIONS

Rok Island One Day Trip (Join-in trips by speedboat)
(OPERATED BY AFFILIATED PARTNER)
A queen of Krabi, Koh Rok offered a pure unspoiled nature with a perfect combination
of beautiful mountains, brilliant white sandy beaches, crystal clear water, various
gorgeous coral reefs, a calm island with stunning scenery for unbeaten natural beauty.
Trip combined with Ha Island, the first ideal island for snorkeling around over the
crystal clear water and beautiful underwater reefs. Rok island trip also offers a chance
to snorkel at Rok Nai island which is known the best spot for snorkeling. Jumping off the
boat into the shallow water or just a walk on the beach barefoot will complete the sense
of a great island hopping.
Price offered

2,800 baht net per adult
Child of age 4-11 years old 2,200 baht net per person

Inclusions: The services of a hotel round trip transfer, an experienced tour guide, national park entrance
fees, accident insurance covered, snorkeling equipment, refreshment, lunch, & water.
What to bring? Hat, sunglasses, beach mat, sunscreen, swimsuits, sandals, camera, beach towels and a
sense of wander. Duration: 07:45 hrs. – 16.30 hrs.

SEA EXCURSIONS

4 Islands Snorkeling Trip with Sunset Cruise (Join-in trips by cruise)
(OPERATED BY AFFILIATED PARTNER)
Snuggle up with your partner and soak up the best views of Aonang-Railay towering
limestone mountain cliffs, with Poda and Chicken Island and surrounding island on the
M/Y Lalida our truly unique motor yacht is constructed with gold teak wood in classical
Thai style.
Trip operated on Monday, Wednesday and Sunday Only.
Price offered

2,500 baht net per adult
Child of age 4-10 years old 1,500 baht net per person

Inclusions: The services of a hotel round trip transfer, an experienced tour guide, accident insurance
covered, snorkeling equipment, refreshment, lunch, & water.
What to bring? Hat, sunglasses, beach mat, sunscreen, swimsuits, sandals, camera, beach towels and a
sense of wander. Duration: Pick up time at hotel at 13:00 hrs. – 19:00 hrs.

LAND EXCURSIONS

HALF DAY CYCLING (27 kms or 17 miles journey)
BICYCLE TOUR (OPERATED BY AFFILIATED PARTNER)
This tour is designed for sightseeing around Aonang region and to learn about the local
area with your local guide. In the morning you will get some good exercise by bicycle
and fresh air. This cycling tour is ideal for all ability levels and those who have an
interest in cycling. For this cycling program, you will visit Krabi coastal fisheries
research and development center or the Nemo fish farm. Take a chance to experience
the Batik Painting in Ban Na Teen Village and refreshing with cold towels, soft drink and
fresh fruit before getting back to hotel.
Price offered

1,500 baht net per adult (tour operated for minimum 2 guests)
Child of age 8-12 years old 1,000 baht net per person

Inclusions: The services of a hotel round trip transfer, an experienced English speaking guide, mountain
bike24 gears, helmet, gloves, water, soft drink, cold towel, snacks or banana, first aid kit, and accident
insurance. What to bring? Sport shoes, light t-shirt, short or long pants, sunglasses, sun block, personal
medicine & camera. Pick Up Time from Hotel: 08:30 hrs. (half day cycling trip)

LAND EXCURSIONS

HALF DAY KOH KLANG CULTURE CYCLING (19 kms or 12 miles journey)
BICYCLE TOUR (OPERATED BY AFFILIATED PARTNER)
This tour is a combination of sightseeing and cycling. You will experience a fantastic
sight of a local Muslim village. See how the local people go about their daily business.
Our well informed tour guide leads you safely on chosen paths, points out hidden places
of interest to you and tells you about the island and its people. The terrain completely
flat, this cycling tour is ideal for all ability levels and who have an interest in cycling.
Photo Credit: http://bk.asia-city.com/travel/news/koh-klang-krabi

Price offered

2,000 baht net per adult
Child of age 8-12 years old 1,500 baht net per person

Inclusions: The services of a hotel round trip transfer, boat transfer, an experienced English speaking
guide, mountain bike 24 gears, helmet, gloves, water, soft drink, cold towel, snacks or banana, first aid kit,
and accident insurance. What to bring? Sport shoes, light t-shirt, short or long pants, sunglasses, sun
block, personal medicine & camera. Pick Up Time from Hotel: 08:30 hrs. (half day cycling trip)

LAND EXCURSIONS

ONE DAY KHAO HON NAK TREKKING (Distance 7.4 km, height 565 m.)
(OPERATED BY AFFILIATED PARTNER)
The number of tourists looking for trekking during the holidays is increasing massively.
That’s why our partner had overlooked the needs of tourists who enjoy outdoor
adventure and a desire to offer new experience at Khao Hon Nak Trekking.
Khao Hon Nak is a steep limestone mountain look like crest snake located on the northwest of Aonang about 15 kilometers at Tubkaak beach. Trail is located in the area of
National Nopparattara Beach - Phi Phi Islands. Rich of forest resources and wildlife with
high biodiversity. Hiking trails lead us to a vantage point high up to 565 meters above
sea level, with a distance of 3,700 meters and is about two and a half hours under the
shade.
Price offered

2,000 baht net per adult
Child of age 8-12 years old 1,500 baht net per person

Inclusions: The services of a hotel round trip transfer, an experienced English speaking guide, water, soft
drink, cold towel, lunch box, first aid kit, and accident insurance. What to bring? Sport shoes, light tshirt, short or long pants, sunglasses, sun block, personal medicine & camera. Pick Up Time from Hotel:
08:30 hrs. (half day cycling trip)

LAND EXCURSIONS

ATV ADVENTURE 1 HOUR TOUR (OPERATED BY AFFILIATED PARTNER)

Price offered

1,500 baht net per adult
Child of age 4-11 years old 1,200 baht net per person

Inclusions: The services of a hotel round trip transfer What to bring? Sport shoes, light t-shirt, short or
long pants, sunglasses, sun block, personal medicine & camera. Pick Up Time from Hotel: 08:30 hrs.
(half day cycling trip)

LAND EXCURSIONS

2 HOURS ZIP WIRE PACKAGE
(OPERATED BY AFFILIATED PARTNER)
Due to popular demand, our affiliated partner Thai'd Up Adventures have
introduced the 2 hour Zip Wire Adventure. This package includes: equipment
fitting, a safety briefing and training zone introduction, one zip zone (5 zip
wires), and return transfer to and from the site. We can pick you up and drop you
off at different locations if you specify in advance.
This makes our 2 hour course an ideal activity if you have a few hours to spare
between check out and transport out of Krabi. Timings can be flexible but are
subject to availability.
Price offered

1,200 baht net per adult

Inclusions: The services of a hotel round trip transfer (flexible pick up time). What to bring? Trainers
or closed toed shoes must be worn. Feel free to take camera but have it attached at all time. All ages are
welcomed but with restricted of minimum height of 100 cm. Maximum weight of 120 kgs. Raining is not
an issue, it just adds more fun.

LAND EXCURSIONS

HALF DAY PACKAGE: ZIP WIRE ZONES A & B & ABSEILING PACKAGE
(OPERATED BY AFFILIATED PARTNER)
Our half-day experience includes:







Equipment Fitting
Safety Briefing
Zip Zones A & B (10 zip wires)
Tree Ladder Climbs
Abseiling
Return Transfers (Ao Nang, Krabi Town, Krabi Airport and Klong Muang
areas). Other area will be charged extra for transfer.

**Zip Zone A features a balance beam and tree ladder climb. To complete the
zone we abseil from a stunning vista. Zip Zone B features our longest and
highest wire which is over 250 meters in length and over 50 meters off the
ground! Our guides are stationed at every platform so adventurers can always
opt out of a wire if they so choose. H A L F D A Y : 1 , 4 0 0 B A H T
Pick Up Times:
AM: 07.30-08.30 (depending on location, 9am start) PM: 12.30-13.45 (depending on location, 2pm start)

LAND EXCURSIONS

HALF DAY JUNGLE TOUR (Program C)
(OPERATED BY AFFILIATED PARTNER)
Enjoy a visit to the famous Emerald Pool, Natural Hot Spring, and an Elephant Trekking
Activity.

Price offered

1,400 baht net per adult
Child of age 3-11 years old 1,000 baht net per person

Inclusions: The services of a hotel round trip transfer, insurance, free fruit, national park entrance fee
and drinking water. What to bring? Rough terrain shoes, swimming clothes, insect repellent, personal
medicine & camera. Pick Up Time from Hotel: 08:30 hrs. (half day tour)

LAND EXCURSIONS

FULL DAY KAYAKING & JUNGLE TOUR (Program G)
(OPERATED BY AFFILIATED PARTNER)
Enjoy a visit to Emerald Pool, Hot Spring, and a Kayaking at Ao Thalane.

Price offered

2,200 baht net per adult
Child of age 3-11 years old 1,400 baht net per person

Inclusions: The services of a hotel round trip transfer, insurance, national park entrance fee, free fruit
and drinking water. What to bring? Rough terrain shoes, swimming clothes, insect repellent, personal
medicine & camera. Pick Up Time from Hotel: 08:30 hrs.

LAND EXCURSIONS

Full Day Huay Tho Waterfall and Elephant Trekking (Program A)
(OPERATED BY AFFILIATED PARTNER)
Enjoy a nature elephant riding along the stream through the jungle. And visit
Phanombencha National Park and Huay Tho Waterfall before having Thai Food delicacy
for lunch. The program takes you to visit the famous Tiger Cave Temple where you
could conquer 1,237 steps to be rewarded with the breathtaking view of Krabi
panoramic coastline before taking long tail boat to see the mangrove forest of Krabi
River and the traditional way of fisherman village and visiting Khao Khanabnam,
a Krabi Town Symbolic.
Program Operated for Monday, Wednesday, and Friday Only.
Price offered

1,800 baht net per adult
Child of age 3-10 years old 1,200 baht net per person

Inclusions: The services of a hotel round trip transfer, insurance, national park entrance fee, tour guide,
lunch, free fruit and drinking water. What to bring? Rough terrain shoes, swimming clothes, insect
repellent, personal medicine & camera. Pick Up Time from Hotel: 08:30 hrs.

LAND EXCURSIONS

Half Day Huay Tho Waterfall and Elephant Trekking (Program B)
(OPERATED BY AFFILIATED PARTNER)
Enjoy a nature elephant riding along the stream through the jungle. And visit
Phanombencha National Park and Huay Tho Waterfall.
Program Operated Daily.

Price offered

1,100 baht net per adult
Child of age 3-10 years old 800 baht net per person

Inclusions: The services of a hotel round trip transfer, drinking water and fruits. What to bring? Rough
terrain shoes, swimming clothes, insect repellent, personal medicine & camera. Pick Up Time from
Hotel: Morning 08:30 hrs. and 10:30 hrs AND Afternoon 1:30 hrs and 2:30 hrs.

EXPERIENCE THE THAI WAY

Thai Cooking Class (OPERATED BY AFFILIATED PARTNER)
Offering the expert tuition in traditional Thai cooking. Each student receives the hands
on training necessary to master the art of Thai cuisine. All dishes can be adapted to taste
or vegetarian preferences. You eat everything you cook, and receive a free recipe book!
Program A: 09:00 hrs – 13:00 hrs.
Dishes includes: 1. Curry Pastes (made from scratch), 2. Masaman Curry,
3. Red Curry Chicken with Vegetable, 4. Yellow Curry,
5. Chicken Mint Salad (Laab Gai), 6. Fried Noodle Thai Style (Pad Thai),
7. Stir-fried Chicken with Cashew Nut, 8. Stir-fried Sweet and Sour Chicken/ Veg,
9. Fried Rice with Chicken / Veg, 10. Spicy Prawn Soup (Tom Yam Goong),
11. Chicken in Coconut Milk (Tom Kar Kai)

Program Operated from Monday – Saturday Only. (2 Persons Minimum, Accept Cash Only)

Price offered

1,500 baht net per adult (2 persons minimum)

Inclusions: The services of a hotel round trip transfer, professional chef to conduct the cooking class and
a recipe! What to bring? Comfortable clothes, personal medicine & camera. Pick Up Time from Hotel:
09:00 hrs. – 01:00 hrs.

